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Marston Moor, 1644 The Campaign and the Battle Roundwood Press The battle
of Marston Moor proved to be a turning point in the Civil War and perhaps the
biggest ever fought on English soil. The Royalist cause was dealt a mortal blow and
although the conﬂict continued for another year or more, Royalist fortunes never
really recovered. As Margaret Toynbee asserts in her introduction, the chief
responsibility for the disaster rests with Prince Rupert who failed to liaise with his
fellow general, the Marquess of Newcastle. Equally, Oliver Cromwell should receive
much of the credit for Parliament's victory. This book describes the campaign and
the battle. Cheriton 1644 The Campaign and the Battle Sapere Books The Battle
of Cheriton was one of the major turning points of the English Civil War, yet few
people have heard of it. What happened during the course of the battle? Who fought
in it? And why was it so important? On the 29th March 1644, Sir William Waller and
his Parliamentarian forces faced the Royalist forces, under the command of Ralph
Lord Hopton and the Earl of Forth, near the small Hampshire village of Cheriton. The
previous year had seen a number of great victories for the Royalists, notably the
capture of Bristol, and they were advancing ever closer to London. Yet, Waller's
victory at Cheriton halted this progress and the Royalist strategy was thrown into
disarray. John Adair's book is the authoritative account of one of the most signiﬁcant,
yet overlooked, battles of the English Civil War. Using a wealth of primary sources he
is able to bring the details and importance of this conﬂict to life as well as
uncovering the campaign that had led to the battle and its aftermath. The book
reveals how close friendships were torn apart by the turmoil of the civil war, such as
Waller and Hopton who had fought alongside one another on the continent. Cheriton
1644: The Campaign and the Battle is an essential read for all interested in the
history of the English Civil War. It is a battle that has been overshadowed by
Edgehill, Marston Moor and Naseby, yet Waller's victory stands as one of the major
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critical moments of the conﬂict and it undoubtedly deserves to be remembered.
Marston Moor 1644 The Beginning of the End Praeger Pub Text The entry of the
Scots into the English Civil War on 19 January 1644 on the side of Parliament
radically changed the balance of power in the North of England. The Royalists in the
North were forced onto the defensive and besieged in York. In a bold march Prince
Rupert outmanoeuvred his enemies and relieved York without a shot being ﬁred.
However, when Rupert met the allied army in battle on Marston Moor on 2 July his
cavalry was defeated by Cromwell's Ironsides who then turned on the Royalist
infantry. The result was a hard-fought but catastrophic defeat; the Royalist army was
crushed and their forces driven from the north of England. Campaigns of the
Eastern Association The Rise of Oliver Cromwell, 1642-1645 Century of the
Soldier The Eastern Association is best known for its performance at the battle of
Marston Moor and the rise of Oliver Cromwell, but it was so much more. It was one of
the most successful Parliamentary armies that served during the First Civil War;
ﬁrstly having to secure the counties of East Anglia from Royalist sympathisers and
then supporting Lord Fairfax's Northern Association in its struggle with Newcastle's
Army and the latter's ﬁnal defeat at the battle of Marston Moor. It then assisted the
remains of the Earl of Essex's Army and Sir William Waller's at the second battle of
Newbury. Using contemporary and archaeological evidence this book looks at these
two battles, as well as Gainsborough and Winceby, and the sieges of Reading, King's
Lynn, Lincoln and York. It also looks at the religious and political divisions within the
army caused by the Presbyterians and Cromwell's Independent factions which would
almost cripple the army in winter of 1644, which would end in a bitter dispute in
Parliament, which would eventually lead to the formation of the New Model Army.
This book not only looks at the commanders but also the soldiers who served in the
army by using their petitions which gives a vivid insight into the campaigns and life
as a soldier during the Civil War, and is divided into the following chapters: 1) The
First Campaigns; which looks at the campaigns of Lord Grey of Warke, the ﬁrst
commander of the Eastern Association and also the early campaigns of Cromwell; 2)
Manchester takes command; which covers the increase in strength of the Association
under its new commander the Earl of Manchester and the events leading up to it
marching north, including Prince Rupert surprising the besiegers at Newark; 3) The
Siege of York; looks at the events of the siege and siege warfare; 4) The battle of
Marston Moor; and the surrender of York; 5) Crawford's campaign; which looks at the
campaign of Major General Lawrence Crawford after the surrender of York, including
the capture of Sheﬃeld; 6) Manchester's campaign; describes his movements from
the surrender of York until his uniting with the armies of Essex and Waller at
Basingstoke; 7) The second battle of Newbury; Which re-examines the battle and
also looks the King return to Newbury and the combined parliamentarian armies
refusing to ﬁght 8) The winter of discontent; dispute in Parliament which resulted in
the Self Denying Ordinance and the formation of the New Model Army 9) The last
campaigns; Cromwell being sent into the West and Crawford being ordered to assist
Sir William Brereton and then the disbandment of Association's regiment to form the
New Model Army; 10) Conclusion; traces what happened to some of the combatants
after the war.11) The appendixes describing the logistics of the Eastern Association,
descriptions of the Royalist Colours that were captured at Marston Moor. The
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discovery of the whereabouts of the correspondence of the Earl of Manchester after
they were withdrawn from the then Public Record Oﬃce means that this book
contains information not used in other books on the campaigns of the Eastern
Association, and also the raising of the New Model Army, so is a must for anyone
interested in the Civil War. The King's Irish The Royalist Anglo-Irish Foot of the
English Civil War Century of the Soldier The English troops serving in Ireland were
vital source of experienced and possibly war-winning manpower sought after by both
King and Parliament in the Civil War. The "cessation" or truce which King Charles
reached with the Irish Confederates in September 1643 enabled him to begin
shipping over troops fro Ireland to reinforce the Royalist armies. During the following
year the "Irish", as they were frequently if inaccurately known by both sides were an
important factor in the war. The Nantwich campaign (December 1643-January 1644),
the consolidation of Royalist control in the Welsh Marches during the spring of 1644,
the Marston Moor campaign, and the Battle of Montgomery (September 1644) all
received major contributions from the troops from Ireland. Other troops from Ireland,
mainly from the province of Munster, provided important reinforcements for the
Western and Oxford Royalist armies during the 1644 campaigns in western and
southern England. The "Irish" were still a signiﬁcant part of the Royalist army during
the Naseby campaign of 1645, and elements remained in action until the end of the
war. The book will look at the Irish campaign and its inﬂuence on the experience and
behaviour of the troops when they reached England. It will examine their equipment,
logistical care, and experience following their return. It will look at the performance
of some of the troops, such as the "ﬁrelocks" who changed sides and became
valuable additions to the Parliamentarian forces. Also examined is the controversial
topic of "native Irish" troops who were involved, and a number of prominent
indiduals who also srved in the war. Full use is made of extensive contemporary
primary sources and also later research. The First Battle of Newbury 1643 The
History Press Late summer 1643 saw the Royalists in the English Civil War at the
height of their military success. After three months of almost unbroken victories, the
king's forces had gained control of much of the north and west of England, whilst
Prince Rupert's seemingly invincible cavalry raided out from Oxford to the outskirts
of London, Parliament's stronghold. In July the wave of Royalist successes climaxed
with the storming of Bristol. It seemed that one more success might be suﬃcient to
topple the Parliamentarian leadership and lead to peace. In a move to consolidate
their position prior to a ﬁnal advance on London, in August the Royalists laid siege to
Gloucester. However, an anticipated easy success met with stern resistance until the
garrison was eventually relieved by Parliament's principal remaining ﬁeld army,
under the Earl of Essex. But Essex, now deep in hostile territory, faced the diﬃcult
task of getting back safely to London. A race with the king's forces ensued,
culminating in Essex's road being barred at Newbury. Cut oﬀ from his base, Essex
had to stand and ﬁght in a battle whose loss would mean the destruction of his army
and in all probability total defeat for the Parliamentarian cause. On September 20
1643 some 30,000 men met outside Newbury in one of the largest battles of the
English Civil War. John Barratt's history, the ﬁrst detailed study of the battle of
Newbury for over a century, reveals a new interpretation of the battle and discovers
the real reason why the Royalists lost. The Great Siege of Newcastle 1644 The
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History Press In the autumn of 1644 was fought one of the most sustained and
desperate sieges of the First Civil War when Scottish Covenanter forces under the
Earl of Leven ﬁnally stormed Newcastle-upon-Tyne, the King's greatest bastion in the
north-east and the key to his power there. The city had been resolutely defended
throughout the year by the Marquis of Newcastle, who had deﬁed both the
Covenanters and northern Parliamentarians. Newcastle had held sway in the northeast since the outbreak of the war in 1642. He had defeated the Fairfaxes at
Adwalton Moor and secured the City of Newcastle as the major coal exporter and
port of entry for vital Royalist munitions and supply. Without this the north was lost.
If anything, Newcastle was more important, in strategic terms, than York and it was
the city's fall in October which marked the ﬁnal demise of Royalist domination of the
north. The book tells the story of the people who fought there, what motivated them
and who led them there. It is also an account of what happened on the day, a
minute-by-minute chronicle of Newcastle's bloodiest battle. The account draws
heavily on contemporary source material, some of which has not received a full
airing until now. Battles for the Three Kingdoms The Campaigns for England,
Scotland and Ireland - 1689-92 Sutton Publishing The Battle of the Boyne in 1690
was the culmination of the ferocious struggle between two kings, James II and
William III. This book makes use of research and sources, including eyewitness
accounts, to analyse the opposing forces, their strategy, tactics and conduct of the
war and the reasons for its eventual outcome. Military Leadership in the British
Civil Wars, 1642-1651 "the Genius of this Age" Psychology Press This work is a
study of military leadership and resulting eﬀectiveness in battleﬁeld victory focusing
on the parliamentary and royalist regional commanders in the north of England and
Scotland in the three civil wars between 1642 and 1651. Battles of the English
Civil War Marston Moor, Naseby, Preston London : Batsford Account of the
three decisive battles. Oliver Cromwell: Oxford Bibliographies Online
Research Guide Oxford University Press, USA This ebook is a selective guide
designed to help scholars and students of Islamic studies ﬁnd reliable sources of
information by directing them to the best available scholarly materials in whatever
form or format they appear from books, chapters, and journal articles to online
archives, electronic data sets, and blogs. Written by a leading international authority
on the subject, the ebook provides bibliographic information supported by direct
recommendations about which sources to consult and editorial commentary to make
it clear how the cited sources are interrelated related. This ebook is a static version
of an article from Oxford Bibliographies Online: Renaissance and Reformation, a
dynamic, continuously updated, online resource designed to provide authoritative
guidance through scholarship and other materials relevant to the study of European
history and culture between the 14th and 17th centuries. Oxford Bibliographies
Online covers most subject disciplines within the social science and humanities, for
more information visit www.oxfordbibliographies.com. Atlas of the English Civil
War Routledge Originally published in 1985 the English Civil War is a subject which
continues to excite enormous interest throughout the world. This atlas consists of
over ﬁfty maps illustrating all the major - and many of the minor - bloody campaigns
and battles of the War, including the campaigns of Montrose, the battle of Edgehill
and Langport. Providing a complete introductory history to the turbulent period, it
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also includes maps giving essential background information; detailed accompanying
explanations; a useful context to events. The Routledge Companion to the
Stuart Age, 1603-1714 Routledge Here is an invaluable, user-friendly and compact
compendium packed with facts and ﬁgures on the seventeenth century – one of the
most tumultuous and complex periods in British history. From James I to Queen
Anne, this Companion includes detailed information on political, religious and
cultural developments as well as military activity, foreign aﬀairs and colonial
expansion. Chronologies, biographies, documents, maps and genealogies, and an
extensive bibliography navigate the reader through this fascinating and formative
epoch as the book details the key events and themes of the era including: the
English Civil War and its military campaigns the Gunpowder Plot, Catholic
persecution and the inﬂuence of Puritanism imperial adventures in America, Asia,
Africa, and the Caribbean Scotland and the Act of Union, 1707 the Irish Confederate
wars and the Cromwellian conquest of Ireland the Great Fire of 1666 and the
rebuilding of London biographies of key ﬁgures, including women, artists, architects,
writers and scientists the Restoration and the revival of drama. With complete lists of
oﬃces of state, an extensive glossary of key constitutional, political and religious
terminology, and up-to-date thematic annotated bibliographies to aid further
research, this student-friendly reference guide is essential for all those interested in
the Stuart Age. The Battle of Marston Moor, 1644 War in England 1642-1649
Oxford University Press A fresh approach to the English civil war, War in England
1642-1649 focuses on answering a misleadingly simple question: what kind of war
was it to live through? Drawing extensively on primary sources, Barbara Donagan's
study illuminates the human cost of war and its eﬀect on society, both in our own
day as well as in the seventeenth century. Massacre The Storming of Bolton
Amberley Publishing Limited A fascinating and highly detailed account of one of the
bloodiest conﬂicts of the English Civil War. The English Civil War Pen and Sword
With hindsight, the victory of Parliamentarian forces over the Royalists in the English
Civil War may seem inevitable but this outcome was not a foregone conclusion.
Timothy Venning explores many of the turning points and discusses how they might
so easily have played out diﬀerently. What if, for example, Charles I had capitalized
on his victory at Edgehill by attacking London without delay? Could this have ended
the war in 1642? His actual advance on the capital in 1643 failed but came close to
causing a Parliamentarian collapse how could it have succeeded and what then?
Among the many other scenarios, full consideration is given to the role of Ireland
(what if Papal meddling had not prevented Irish Catholics aiding Charles?) and
Scotland (how might Montrose's Scottish loyalists have neutralized the
Covenanters?). The author analyses the plausible possibilities in each thread,
throwing light on the role of chance and underlying factors in the real outcome, as
well as what might easily have been diﬀerent. A bibliography of British military
history From the Roman invasions to the restoration, 1660 Walter de Gruyter
GmbH & Co KG The Student's Hume. A History of England from the Earliest
Times to the Revolution in 1688 ... Abridged ... and Continued Down to ...
1858, Etc A History of England from the Earliest Times to 1688 Continued to
1878 The student's Hume. A history of England, based on the History of D.
Hume, continued to 1878 A History of England from the Earliest Times to
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the Revolution in 1688 Based on the History of David Hume, Incorporating
the Corrections and Researches of Recent Historians ; Continued to the
Treaty of Berlin in 1878 A History of England From the Earliest Times to the
Revolution in 1688 The Student's Hume A History of England from the
Earliest Times to the Revolution in 1688 Authority, Authorship and
Aristocratic Identity in Seventeenth-Century England William Cavendish,
1st Duke of Newcastle, and his Political, Social and Cultural Connections
BRILL The aristocratic Cavendishes were major ﬁgures in the key political and
cultural events of seventeenth century England. Because of the intersection of
domestic issues with related European ones, their lives are equally bound up with
continental European courts and cultures. Alexander Leslie and the Scottish
Generals of the Thirty Years' War, 1618–1648 Routledge Field Marshal
Alexander Leslie was the highest ranking commander from the British Isles to serve
in the Thirty Years’ War. Though Leslie’s life provides the thread that runs through
this work, the authors use his story to explore the impacts of the Thirty Years’ War,
the British Civil Wars and the age of Military Revolution. Auldearn 1645 The
Marquis of Montrose’s Scottish campaign Bloomsbury Publishing In August
1644, at the height of the First English Civil War, John Graham, the Marquis of
Montrose, raised the standard of Royalist rebellion in Scotland. In a single year he
won a string of remarkable victories with his army of Irish mercenaries and Highland
clansmen. His victory at Auldearn, the centrepiece of his campaign, was won only
after a day-long struggle and heavy casualties on both sides. This book details the
remarkable sequence of victories at Tippermuir, Aberdeen, Inverlochy, Auldearn and
Kilsyth that left Montrose brieﬂy in the ascendant in Scotland. However, his decisive
defeat and surrender at Philiphaugh ﬁnally crushed the Royalist cause in Scotland.
Oliver Cromwell Routledge In this concise and accessible biography, Martyn
Bennett examines the life of Oliver Cromwell – one of the most controversial ﬁgures
in world history. This study challenges long-held perceptions of Cromwell and the
Commonwealth, arguing that they need to be placed at the core of early Modern
British and Irish history. Charting his early career, the origins of his political and
religious thought, and the development of his notions of governance that inﬂuenced
him as Lord Protector, Martyn Bennett contests the post-Restoration viliﬁcation of
Cromwell to examine how his inﬂuence has shaped notions of citizenship, identity
and governance and informed the relationship between religion and the state in
Britain. This radical interpretation will give students a clearer view of the motivations
and achievements of a fascinating and pivotal ﬁgure in British history. Decisive
Battles of the English Civil War Pen and Sword In this stimulating and original
investigation of the decisive battles of the English Civil War, Malcolm Wanklyn
reassesses what actually happened on the battleﬁeld and as a result sheds new light
on the causes of the eventual defeat of Charles I. Taking each major battle in turn Edgehill, Newbury I, Cheriton, Marston Moor, Newbury II, Naseby, and Preston - he
looks critically at contemporary accounts and at historians' narratives, explores the
surviving battlegrounds and retells the story of each battle from a new perspective.
His lucid, closely argued analysis questions traditional assumptions about each
battle and the course of the war itself. Destructive & Formidable British Infantry
Firepower, 1642–1756 Frontline Books “Looks at British infantry doctrine . . . from
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the British Civil Wars of the seventeenth century up to just before the American War
of Independence.”—British Civil Wars Blog In the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries, the British Army’s victories over the French at battles such as Blenheim in
1704, Minden and Quebec in 1759, and over the Jacobites at Culloden in 1746, were
largely credited to its infantry’s particularly eﬀective and deadly ﬁrepower. For the
ﬁrst time, David Blackmore has gone back to original drill manuals and other
contemporary sources to discover the reasons behind this. This book employs an
approach that starts by considering the procedures and practices of soldiers in a
given period and analyzes those in order to understand how things were done and,
in turn, why events unfolded as they did. In doing so, Blackmore has discovered a
speciﬁcally British set of tactics, which created this eﬀectiveness and allowed it to be
maintained over such a long period, correcting many of the misconceptions about
British infantry ﬁrepower in the age of the musket and linear warfare in a major new
contribution to our understanding of an important period of British military history.
“Essential reading for anyone interested in the British army of the 17th and 18th
centuries.”—Military History Monthly George Goring (1608–1657) Caroline
Courtier and Royalist General Ashgate Publishing, Ltd. George Goring was in
many ways the archetypal cavalier, often portrayed as possessing all the worst
characteristics associated with the followers of King Charles I. He drank copiously,
dressed and entertained lavishly, gambled excessively, abandoned his wife
frequently, and was quick to resort to swordplay when he felt his honour was at
stake. Yet, he was also an active Member of Parliament and a respected soldier, who
learnt his trade on the Continent during the Dutch Wars, and put his expertise to
good use in support of the royalist cause during the English Civil War. In this, the ﬁrst
modern biography of Goring, the main events of his life are interwoven with the
wider history of his age. Beginning with his family background in Sussex, it charts his
successes at court and exploits in the service of the Dutch, culminating in his
experiences at the siege of Breda in 1637, and his role in the Bishops' Wars.
However, it is his key role as a royalist general during the Civil War that is the major
focus of this book, which concludes with Goring's years of exile during the Republic.
This fascinating and illuminating account of Goring's life, character and actions,
provides not only a fresh examination of this contentious ﬁgure, but also reveals
much about English society and culture in the ﬁrst half of the seventeenth century.
The English Civil War A Military History Bloomsbury Publishing Sir, God hath
taken away your eldest son by a cannon shot. It brake his leg. We were necessitated
to have it cut oﬀ, whereof he died.' In one of the most famous and moving letters of
the Civil War, Oliver Cromwell told his brother-in-law that on 2 July 1644 Parliament
had won an emphatic victory over a Royalist army commanded by King Charles I's
nephew, Prince Rupert, on rolling moorland west of York. But that battle, Marston
Moor, had also slain his own nephew, the recipient's ﬁrstborn. In this vividly narrated
history of the deadly conﬂict that engulfed the nation during the 1640s, Peter Gaunt
shows that, with the exception of World War I, the death-rate was higher than any
other contest in which Britain has participated. Numerous towns and villages were
garrisoned, attacked, damaged or wrecked. The landscape was profoundly altered.
Yet amidst all the blood and killing, the ﬁghting was also a catalyst for profound
social change and innovation. Charting major battles, raids and engagements, the
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author uses rich contemporary accounts to explore the life-changing experience of
war for those involved, whether musketeers at Cheriton, dragoons at Edgehill or
Cromwell's disciplined Ironsides at Naseby (1645). The geography of British
history Naseby 1645 The triumph of the New Model Army Osprey Publishing
Osprey's study of the pivotal battle of the English Civil War (1642-1651). In 1645 the
fate of the British monarchy hung in the balance as the Royalist Army under King
Charles I fought the Parliamentarian Army for control of the country. In this book
Martin Marix Evans gives a vivid account of the pivotal battle of Naseby. He
introduces the origins of the campaign and explores the strengths and weaknesses
of the opposing armies, including the famous New Model Army. Dramatic and fastpaced ﬁrst-hand accounts tell how the ﬁghting unfolded on that fateful day.
Featuring strategic maps and new information regarding the troops and battleﬁeld,
the author uses his unparalleled knowledge of the terrain, as well as archaeological
evidence, to piece together a remarkable blow-by-blow account of the battle that
lost the King his throne. Atlas of the English Civil War Routledge The English Civil
War is a subject which continues to excite enormous interest throughout the world.
This atlas consists of over ﬁfty maps illustrating all the major - and many of the
minor - bloody campaigns and battles of the War, including the campaigns of
Montrose, the battle of Edgehill and Langport. Providing a complete introductory
history to the turbulent period, it also includes: * maps giving essential background
information * detailed accompanying explanations * a useful context to events.
Cavalier Generals Pen and Sword Previous studies of the Royalist high command
have concentrated largely upon a handful of notable individuals such as King Charles
himself and Prince Rupert. In this ground-breaking study, John Barratt re-examines
these key ﬁgures, but he also explores the careers and characters of some of the
lesser-known, but equally able Royalist oﬃcers. These men played decisive roles in
the war, but hitherto they have received little attention. Gustavus Adolphus A
History of the Art of War from Its Revival After the Middle Ages to the End
of the Spanish Succession War, with a Detailed Account of the Campaigns
of the Great Swede, and of the Most Famous Campaign of Turenne, Condé,
Eugene and Marlborough. With 237 Charts, Maps, Plans of Battles and
Tactical Manoevres, Cuts of Uniforms, Arms, and Weapons History of the
British empire Aspects of Violence in Renaissance Europe Routledge Interest
in the history of violence has increased dramatically over the last ten years and
recent studies have demonstrated the productive potential for further inquiry in this
ﬁeld. The early modern period is particularly ripe for further investigation because of
the pervasiveness of violence. Certain countries may have witnessed a drop in the
number of recorded homicides during this period, yet homicide is not the only
marker of a violent society. This volume presents a range of contributions that look
at various aspects of violence from the fourteenth to the seventeenth centuries,
from student violence and misbehaviour in ﬁfteenth-century Oxford and Paris to the
depiction of war wounds in the English civil wars. The book is divided into three
sections, each clustering chapters around the topics of interpersonal and ritual
violence, war, and justice and the law. Informed by the disciplines of anthropology,
criminology, the history of art, literary studies, and sociology, as well as history, the
contributors examine all forms of violence including manslaughter, assault, rape,
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riots, war and justice. Previous studies have tended to emphasise long-term trends in
violent behaviour but one must always be attentive to the speciﬁcity of violence and
these essays reveal what it meant in particular places and at particular times.
Progress
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